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no thought is comparable. . . ." The scene becomes a metaphor for the nature of reality. Wind and snow images have combined to represent flux in stillness, quiet in motion—any number of paradoxes one can reel off trying to get at that same awareness, which is what the haiku that follows does beautifully:
Afternoon snowfall:
the trees erased, the tea   	   tastes green
     In Section 3 the two constant signs, snow and wind, signal a change to     nighttime, as "Wind again rising, the snowfall thins toward dusk." The mood changes as, with words like "pale wraiths," "wisker," "demon," "flicker," and "tattered," an eerie feeling creeps into the narrative. All this converges on the poems that end this section, giving them an unearthly power and uncanniness:
Just that moment's horned owl sitting above the shadows
Over snow
          sky pulling the zodiac
The fourth section is a kind of concluding longer poem, yet written in the mood of haiku. It utilizes all of the imagery which has been building throughout the haibun, and which gives it a depth and reverberation it would not have on its own:                                                       
The mountains soundless under the night sky of winter.
Listening, one enters the depth of snow.
Yesterday, the last stellar jay flew westward to the foothills;
Tonight, the solstice moon just rising.
If we "decode" the symbols in the poem with the key provided in the rest of       the haibun, the first line presents the void, the negation of everything. It is a  winter night: there is no sound, no warmth, no motion and no light. In the     second line, the reader, or the poet, enters into this void, the snow. In the         third line the last living creature leaves the persona in utter isolation. The event that all of this leads up to, the reward, is no more and no less than the solstice moon rising in its full power and awesomeness, perceived in its totality.  Thus only through becoming one with the void in quiet isolation can one hope to
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